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Ancient Irish Poetry 
Biy 'THOMAS JvMaceD ONAG H 

WIHEN 
canons of criticism have been drawn from the works of one 

Vantiquity and applied from age to age to all work of similar kind, 
when side by side with the 'maker ' has gone the critic and the 

historian, it is at least difficult for an heir of these ages adequately at 
once to judge the work of a different antiquity. When, moreover, it has 
become part of the common thought that the style is the man, when 
the work of a writer is, in the common mind, almost indissolubly linked 
with a known personality, a body of fugitive lyrics, the work of unknown 
men, cannot win recognition without very valid claims of intrinsic merit. 
Modern European criticism has adopted, with whatever modifications, 
canons drawn from the works of Greek and Latin literature. It founds 
its admiration on these works. In them it finds its touchstones of 
criticism. It has not broken from the hypnotism of their old convention. 

Example is the best definition. Some odes of Horace, with no philosophy 
and no emotional appeal, with nothing of the thrill of lyric singing, are 
still traditionally admired. The admiration is in part due to the influence 
of the conventional criticism, which drew its canons originally from work 
of the tradition in which the poet wrote, and which now applies these 
canons to that work. In part also it is due to the influence of the known 

personality. For in such a case the man is the thing just as much as the 

play, as much as the poem. The anonymous songs have their place, but 
the literatures, as literatures are judged by the great names. To use 

again the example of Horace, we know more of him and his time than 
we know of the life and time of many modern poets. We think of him in 
terms of his ' urbanitas' and his 'curiosa felicitas.' And always we 
admire his modernness, a quality which may as well be shown in the 

interpretation of some ancient artificiality which has lived on into our 
modern civilisation, as in the expression of some old natural emotion 
of the heart of man. So we go to our Horace, so we go to our Villon, 
the scapegrace; so we go to some or other 'marvellous boy,' some 

'sleepless soul.' Consciously or unconsciously, we are influenced in 

reading Keats by the thought of his twenty-five years. 
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ANCIENT IRISH POETRY 

In his book, Ancient Irish Poetry,* Dr. Kuno Meyer publishes a 
collection of translations already edited by him in various books and 
periodicals. He presents to a wider public examples of a practically 
unknown, of an almost entirely anonymous, literature. It is a literature 
without epic or dramatic verse, a poetic literature of fragments-little 
personal poems, nature poems, religious poems, short dramatic mono- 
logues and dramatic lyrics, interspersed in the old prose tales. And 
yet it is a literature for which the editor claims that as "the earliest 
voice from the dawn of West European Civilization, it is the most 
primitive and original among the literatures of Western Europe." Most 
original, and of not least intrinsic worth. It is a fragment. It must not 
be judged as if it were a fragment of a literature of the Hellenic kind. 
The difference of Greek and Gael is no fiction. In the purely Gaelic- 
speaking places, the people to the present day have their ways of thought 
and life different from the ways of Hellenised Europe. It is practically 
certain, as Dr. Meyer says, that the great variety of Irish metres has sprung 
from a Latin measure. But the matter and the outlook and the manner 
of these poems are native. Native too is the reservation of the verse 
form to the use of lyric poetry. For to say that the literature is without 
epic verse is not to say that it is without epic. The Tain is a literature 
in itself. The Celtic imagination invented abundantly hero tales and 
tales of sorrow and humour such as others would have shaped into verse 
epic and tragedy and comedy. But prose was the natural vehical for 
Gaelic narrative. Dr. Meyer draws attention to the fact that in later 
centuries, when the Arthurian epics were done into Gaelic, they were 
all turned from verse into prose. This, if it prove anything, proves less 
a want of power than a sensitive sincerity. Verse epic and drama would 
have seemed to the Celtic mind founded on a convention of makebelieve. 

No one that has studied the originals of Dr. Meyer's collection has 
failed to discover poems that for him express things with the strange 
rightness of lyric beauty, once and for all. In the Thesaurus Palco- 
hibernicus, at the end of the long Glosses, one finds the little poem 
written on the margin of a page in the St. Gall Priscian- 

Domfarcai fidbaide1 fdl fomchain Idid luin idad nad c&l. 
* Selections from "Ancient Irish Poetry," translated by Kuno Meyer. London: 

Constable & Co. Price, 3s. 6d. net. 
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THE IRISH REVIEW 

The modern spirit has tried to invent in a manner a personality for the 
monk who wrote that, interrupting his copying or his study of Priscian 
to listen to the bird. 

A hedge of trees surrounds me, a blackbird's lay sings to me-praise which I 
will not hide. Above my booklet, the lined one, the trilling of the birds sings to me. 
In a gray mantle the cuckoo's chant sings to me from the tops of the bushes. May 
the Lord protect me! I write well under the green wood. 

This is the poem stripped of all its grace of verse. If the great test 
of poetry be translation or transmission, it is still exquisite ; but in Irish 
it has something that not even the best verse translation into a modern 

language can give it. Alliteration in a language like English is different 
from the alliteration of this. The seven syllables to the line of an exact 

English version would not have the fall of these seven. English rime 
would not give to the ear these rigidly governed assonances. And so, 
once again, the whole thing marks the difference. 

Dom/arcai, or as Dr. Meyer entitles it, " The Scribe," is only a 
little poem, useful to illustrate points of criticism, but not a specimen 
of the best ancient Irish poetry. The best is probably the nature poetry. 
No other early literature has such a nature poetry, poetry so full of 
delicate joyous observation, so wrought with delicate light touch-- 

Summer is come, winter is gone; twisted hollies wound the hound. The 
blackbird sings a full strain, to him the live wood is a heritage, the sad angry sea 
sleeps, the speckled salmon leaps. 

The harp of the forest sounds music, the sail gathers-perfect peace; colour 
has settled on every height, haze on the lake of full waters. 

Cold till Doom! . . .. The fish of Ireland are roaming, not a town there 
is in the land, not a bell is heard, not a crane talks. 

When the wind sets from the north, it urges the dark fierce waves, surging in 
strife against the wide sky, listening to the witching song. 

"It is characteristic of these poems," says Dr. Meyer, " that in 
none of them do we get an elaborate or sustained description, but rather 
a succession of impressionist pictures and images. The half-said thing 
to them is dearest ; they avoid the obvious and the commonplace." They 
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do better-they avoid also the devious, the out of the way, and the 
thing of false imagination. To see the difference between this and 
still another ancient literature, one need only compare The Isles of the 
Happy and King and Hermit in this book with the almost contemporary 
Anglo-Saxon description of the Happy Land in The Phenix. 

Mention of this Anglo-Saxon poem suggests here mention of the 
old contention that in Ancient Irish Literature began rime. Cynewulf 
in The Phcenix has these lines. 

ne forstes fnzst, te fgres blest, ne hbgles hryre, ne hrimes dryre. 
and again- 

ne synn ne sacu, ne sar wracu, ne wedle gewinn, ne welan onsgn. 

The rimes do not seem to be accidental; the stress of the words seems 
to call for them naturally. Indeed it may be asked if, when stress takes 
the place of quantity in verse, rhyme or assonance is not inevitable. 

Of a higher mood than the nature poems are such pieces as The 
Tryst after Death. The spirit of the slain warrior keeps the tryst with 
the woman for whom he has died- 

Hush, woman, do not speak to me! My thoughts are not with thee. My 
thoughts are still in the encounter at Feic. My bloody corpse lies by the side of 
the Slope of Two Brinks; my head all unwashed is among warrior-bands in fierce 
slaughter. It is blindness for anyone making a tryst to set aside the tryst with 
Death. 

My riddled body must now part from thee awhile, my soul to be tortured by 
the black demon. . . . I hear the dusky ousel that sends a joyous greeting to all 
the faithful. My speech, my shape are spectral-hush, woman, do not speak to me i 

To students of Old Irish Dr. Meyer's miraculous rightness in 
choice of the translating word is well known. Considering this book 
one feels so covetous of his praise as to wish for a preface by another 
hand, an assurance to readers that here they have not only an accurate 
and scholarly version of these ancient poems, but the work of a translator 
of genius. 
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